Notes from the Site Council Meeting:
Administration Stakeholder reports:
2021-2022 Staffing information. Allan decided to go with the actual numbers for the
2021-2022 grade level configurations. We are anticipating five classes of
kindergarteners, four classes of first graders, three classes of second graders, three
classes of third graders, three classes of fourth graders, and four classes of fifth
graders. In addition to the recent hire of a Hybrid EA for the remaining of the year, we
will add both a 3.5 hour and 4.0 hour EA Classified employees next year. Our school will
be interviewing for a new CLC teacher, music teacher, and librarian for fall term. Allan
continues to work to secure a full time secretary 8.0 hour allotment as well.
Desk preview. Allan has gone to different elementary schools looking at the single
desks styles available in 4J. He is planning on ordering 150-200 desks for next fall. He
is waiting to see the styles available before a decision will be finalized.
There was an explanation that the ODE has decided that state testing will be done this
spring, and the specific grade levels will be tested in the following subjects:
Third grade will be in English Language Arts
Fourth grade will be in Math
Fifth Grade will be in Science
At this time, State Testing will be done in person, even for the online students. More
information will be shared as Allan receives details from the district.
Kindergarten Orientation will be held by a Zoom meeting on Tuesday, April 13th, at
6:30pm. The decision of where the fifth kindergarten class will be located is yet to be
determined.
The question was asked if we will go down to a three-foot distance between students
anytime soon. Allan responded that at this time, we will continue with the six feet
distance until notified by the 4J District.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:47pm.
Lisa Goff
Classified EA
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